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                                                                                 Accra, Tuesday August 4th, 2020 
 

PRESS RELEASE 
 

ALL THINGS ARE LAWFUL BUT NOT ALL THINGS ARE EXPEDIENT – THE  
 

CONUNDRUM IN MR. DOMELEVO’S CASE 
 
 
The Voice of African Youth for Good Governance has observed with great disquiet the reeling 
matters in the Auditor General’s accumulated leave as directed by the President on Wednesday June 
29, 2020.  
 
The matter has generated intellectual conversations bordering on legal sustainability and best labour 
practices to decode the intent behind the directive of the President with CDD Public Law Fellow, 
Professor Stephen Asare challenging the decision as unconstitutional at the High Court and further 
arguing that an employee’s annual leave is by nature voluntary and thus a right earned by an 
employee which should not be deployed as a sanction to exercise disciplinary control. He further 
maintains in his challenge and prayers to the High Court to restrain the Deputy Attorney General, Mr. 
Akuamoah Asiedu from performing the functions of the Auditor General. 
 
In our considered opinion, we agree with sections of the legal argument that have been furthered by 
some of our senior and respected colleagues, and as such, we also wish to add our dimension to the 
boiling matters that have stalked our governance and political spheres in the specific case of Mr. 
Daniel Yaw Domelevo.  
 
In Article 187(7) (a), the Constitution cements the independence of the Auditor General which grants 
the Office of the Auditor General absolute powers that grind the function of its work but it is quite 
baffling that, whilst the Presidency directed the Auditor General to proceed on accumulated leave, it 
subsequently relied on a precedent that had been set to premise its actions on the 9th day of April, 
2009 during the reign of the 3rd President of the 4th Republic, His Excellency the late Prof. Johns 
Evans Atta Mills coupled with the reliance on Sections 20(1) and 31 of the Labour Act 2003 (Act 651) 
to further grease the directive. The aforesaid precedent does not merit any legal basis that gives rise 
to the action of the Presidency’s directives besides, we strongly believe that whilst the law 
encourages all public and private workers alike to take their leave when due, we again contend that 
leaves cannot be a basis for sanctions which is deductible from the President’s directive, and also in 
our body politic where leaves are interpreted as exit routes for public officers. 
 
Howbeit, it is noteworthy that the exponential recurrence of leaves in definitive context in our 
political arena inferred to as exit routes for public officers in times past have created discomfort for 
well-meaning Ghanaians who have evaluated the performance of the Auditor General and scaled his 
performance beyond a satisfactory measure, and also commended his competencies in the fight 
against corruption therefore, the President’s directive sandwiched between a precedent and a legal 
provision lacked legal merit and was non-applicable to this matter in form and substance wherein the 
directive also had no relevance at first critical and analytical shot because it was salient that the 
directive in its entirety will convincingly articulate the foundations of legal provisions that actualizes 
such an action but that notwithstanding, we maintain that leaves are a requirement in our labour, 
governance and industrial practices enshrined in the Labour Act 2003 (Act 651) therein and we 
further assert that whilst every contract precedes performance which is the basic principle in the 
Law of Contracts, the provision of the law provides a curtain pole for a right to be enforced and 
indeed  it is not within an another individual’s remit to determine whether or not the right of another 
person is justifiable or suitable besides our purview in this context is not an oval attention to 
obligations at law.  
 
Now in the given instance of accumulated leave pivoted on the case of the Auditor General, there is 
the heavy reliance of Adrah vs ECG wherewith some members  of the intelligentsia and the general 
public opine that the court had held a similar principle and same ought to be applied in the AG’s case 
but whilst we hold a different opinion, that decision was held on barring employers from converting 
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non-leave periods into cash in their contract of employment with their employees and running to 
court to flag illegality, the court further held that the company’s (ECG) lukewarm and indecisiveness 
cannot be romped at the innocent employee while the company (ECG) may not rely on Section 31 of 
the Labour Act to further their fraudulent actions. The court again held that it is not every decision to 
forgo leave that is void wherefore the accumulated leave yields to benefits of the worker therefore 
for Section 31 to stand concretely which definitely does not have the legal stupor to convert a 
constitutional right into an obligation, the court in definitive context maintained that there must be 
an agreement to sell the leave which has been outlawed in that instance however, the premise thus 
remains that the agreement for payment is expressly made without any corridor for enforcement. In 
matters of law, all agreements are pegged fundamentally to the execution of an obligation in utmost 
good faith that seeks to protect the interest of parties, and we maintain that the President’s 
directive may have some legal cushioning but expediently wrong. 
 
Mr. Domelevo has remained a distinguished figure in his work after unearthing cans of worms and 
opening bare the doors that covered the skeletons hid in our financial management and other 
matters of corruption among the political class given the cases of the National Health Insurance 
Scheme, Ghana Education Trust Fund, Kroll & Associates et al, it is refreshing to state that the 
Auditor General brews with so much passion that anchors a desire to structure and build a society 
that is disciplined in its financial management during public service and protecting the public purse 
against political exploiters. Though calls have been made to recall the Auditor General, the 
Presidency ought to be told that the timing was not correct to direct the Auditor General to go on 
the said accumulated leave besides, it is comes as a surprise that in the unwavering quest and 
assurances of the President to protect the public purse to Ghanaians, characters like the Auditor 
General whose efforts ae complementary to the repeated assurances of the President in protecting 
the public purse suffer sliced abuse from some loyalists of the New Patriotic Party, and some 
government appointees. The situation even reels in a more interesting manner after the Auditor 
General in surcharging the Senior Minister in the ongoing Kroll & Associates’ case has incurred the 
wrath of some gurus and members of the New Patriotic Party however, Article 187 (9) provides a 
remediable path to any surcharge by the Auditor General that does not sit well with an aggrieved 
official or person thus, petitioning the High Court upon dissatisfaction so it is proper that the Office 
of the Auditor General is given leeway to appropriately address any issue of concern that falls within 
its mandate. 
 
Furthermore, our democracy is founded on principles that have been a lodestar in some advanced 
countries and consistently our efforts as a nation are geared towards improving the independence, 
efficacy and functionality of systems and institutions. This stems from the fact that the negligence of 
public service by certain characters in times past has had a huge negative bearing in the socio-
politico cum economic growth of our country and it has become prudent to chart that cause into 
leading our nation into the realm of systemic functionality, efficacy and independence. Whilst some 
members of the intelligentsia gleefully reference the famous speech delivered by ex US President, 
Barack Obama at Parliament House in 2009 indicative of building institutions that are stronger 
enough and systems that are functional enough to clamp down the rot and waste that had 
characterized our public service for quite some time, the economic outlook in the lives of many 
citizens is testament to the ravaging financial mismanagement, theft, embezzlement and corruption 
that has bedeviled our growth as a nation therefore, given the zeal of Mr. Yaw Domelevo to continue 
building systemic efficacy in the public service that steers prudent financial management and 
systemic bravado against corruption and corrupt leaders, the President being a known and 
distinguished advocate and champion of the rule of law would have considered the alacrity laced 
with the temerity of the Auditor General in the fight against corruption and willful causation of 
financial loss (a situation that has littered our law reports since the millennial emergence in our 
political history under the 4th Republic) by some public servants, such that, the Auditor General will 
continue in his priceless service to our dear nation but be it as it may, the Presidency threw daggers 
and quivers in both directives contained in the communiques issued by the Director of 
Communications and Executive Secretary to the President that had nailed high flying hopes in his 
purported commitment in fighting corruption  
 
The famous English philosopher and lawyer considered as the father of Separation of Powers avers 
that the three arms of government have a fiduciary trust and it is important that members who fall 
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within the sphere of the three arms of government have cognizance of their ties to the public whom 
they serve in acting in utmost good faith therefore a breach of the public good is a breach of the 
constitution that holds, balances and directs our values and conceals the framework and sustenance 
of our individual souls. Locke further asserted that unreviewable decision making by the executive 
always violates its trust because it is a breach of the constitution, though Locke specifically 
maintained that unreviewable discretionary decision making is a punch on faces of the many souls 
that are buried in the constitution, the rhetoric goes on to affirm the saying of the Apostle Paul in 1 
Corinthians 6:12 which states; 
 
“All things are lawful unto me but all things are not expedient; all things are lawful for me but I will 
not be brought under the power of any” 
 
We found solace in the aforesaid scripture which avers that the law may not always be a remedy for 
expedient things and in the given case of the Auditor General, the Presidency may have acted 
lawfully but wrong at expedience whereas the directive to Mr. Domelevo to go on his accumulated 
leave is laid in the bosom of the prophetic philosophy of John Locke when he advanced his notion on 
unreviewable discretionary decision making that has sorely battered our hopes of experiencing 
significant progress to the promised land by the incumbent government in the fight against 
corruption and systemic efficacy and functionality.   
 
At the height of everything, the Presidency must understand that key decisions made today will have 
a significant impact in the lives of the up and coming generations, and on critical matters in our socio-
politico and economic engagements in the future therefore a directive or precedent may be legal but 
not expedient to further the cause of nation building and in the massive raid against corruption and 
financial wastage.  
 
Our resolve is buried on the fact that the law, however legally sound and accurate should not be a 
caricature that is romped at us to live with even if it lacks the purpose to give us the needed comfort 
because, at the conclusion of the matter, we are not bondservants and pawns to the law rather the 
law must serve our needed purpose and expedience.  
 
 
A CHECK ON GOVERNANCE WITH INTEGRITY 
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